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The Most Censored News Story Of 2014

DonkeyHotey/Fickr
By Eric Zuessie | Blacklisted News]
There is only one ongoing news story that's being systematically censored out of virtually all U.S. news media. This has been the
finding from a first-of-its-kind test of virtually all U.S. news media that report national and international news. The most-censored
news story during 2014 will be identified here.
The method that I employed in order to determine how heavily the U.S. press censors out a particular news story is: Throughout
2014 I constantly submitted original news reports, regarding specifically the topics that were (and still are) most widely considered
by journalists (and often also by historians, and by other interested segments of the American public) to be the most puzzling and the
least coherently explained and reported ongoing news stories in the American press. Prominent recent examples of such news stories
are (and most of the examples that are being cited here come from my own news reports on them, my actual tests of these stories, as
was summarized by me in mid-2014 here, and so that's where you'll find the details on these ongoing heavily censored stories):
? Barack Obama's zero prosecutions of bank CEOs who were implicated by Senator Carl Levin's Committee, and by the Inspector
General of the U.S. Department of Justice, and by other federal investigations, into the cause of the 2008 economic collapse and the
resulting soaring Federal Government (i.e., taxpayer) indebtedness (bailouts) in order to recover from this collapse, which was
clearly caused by an explosion in mortgage-backed-securities frauds, though none of the implicated CEOs ? the people who were in
command and who were making billions from these MBS frauds ? was prosecuted for it;
? Obama's zero prosecutions also of the individuals who participated in America's illegal torture program after 9/11, including
George W. Bush and possibly also Barack Obama himself (as being an accessory-after-the-fact for his covering up their crimes, if
not possibly even as his being a continuer of some of those crimes);
? The failure of any of the State Department's Environmental Impact studies of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline to calculate, or
even to employ investigators who possessed scientific backgrounds relevant to the calculation of, the likely impact that the proposed
pipeline would have on raising the Earth's mean temperature during coming centuries and millennia ? the commonly called ?global
warming? impact of the pipeline, if built and used ? and the amount of sheer corruption which was involved in those Federal studies;
? The massacre in Odessa Ukraine on 2 May 2014 of opponents of the coup that the U.S. had carried out via the State Deportment,
CIA and other agencies, which coup had overthrown (on 22 February 2014) the Russia-friendly, democratically elected, Ukrainian
President, Viktor Yanukovych;
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? The subsequent U.S.-sponsored Ukrainian ethnic cleansing program which has been carried out since then by the U.S.-backed new
Ukrainian regime in order to eliminate the voters in the area of Ukraine called Donbass, which had voted 90% for Yanukovych and
which voters therefore presented the threat of possibly electing out-of-office the Obama-installed leaders and thus of restoring a
Russia-friendly person to Ukraine's Presidency.
Those news stories are the main contestants that I have come up with as having been possibly the most-censored news story of 2014.
I tested also other ongoing but under-reported news stories (by submitting, to virtually all national U.S. news media, the news
reports I did regarding all of the various contesting ongoing suppressed news stories), but the few ongoing news stories, that are
listed here, provide some sense of the sorts of news events and stories which I was testing, throughout this past year.
Read full report via Blacklisted News
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